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sourcing and simplicity of use.
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reclaimed hardwood

MODULAR WALL SYSTEMS
prefab construction

ARCHITECTURAL
STYLES

DISTINCTIVE

&

UNIQUE

Reclaimed Australian Timber
transformed into a modular system
for consistency of sizing and ease of
installation resulting in beautiful
creative and sustainable living and
working spaces
,

,
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"For the architect, designer,
shop-fitter or DIY homeowner,
our recycled wood feature wall
systems forge a new path in the
use of recycled timber in
contemporary design."

SIMPLE SYSTEM
Our modular system has simplified
both the specifying and installation
process It is fast to install drastically
reducing onsite labour skill
requirements time and mess
Perfect for both commercial and
residential applications it brings
a modern industrial rustic or organic
feel to any space
.
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www simplywood com au
.
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FRESH

1300 27 47 87
facebook com northernriversrecycledtimber
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instagram com northernriversrecycledtimber
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INVENTIVE

&

This innovative feature wall system
combines the bespoke qualities of
beautiful reclaimed Australian
timbers with the convenience of
prefab construction and modern flat
pack design Locally sourced
remilled and reinvented
.
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modular decking

HARDWOOD DECK TILES
prefab construction

COMPLETE DIY
MAKEOVERS

SO EASY TO INSTALL
Our deck tiles transform outdoor areas
into stunning entertaining areas easily
and instantly without the need for
tools tradesmen mess or fuss
There is arguably no better way to
create resort style outdoor living than
with a hardwood decking make over
,
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"I just wanted to tell you that we
are absolutely thrilled with the
decking!! We put it together in
about 2-3 hours, and it looks
fabulous.
We couldn't be happier."

.

ROOFTOPS & BALCONIES
Our deck tiles are the perfect
solution for rooftops and balconies
as they do not impact the
waterproofing membrane Unlike
traditional decking the tiles simply
float over the substructure leaving
the membrane perfectly in tact
.
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A " FLOATING " DECK
Specifically designed for outdoor
areas our deck tiles can be laid
directly on any existing solid
structure The connectors raise the
tiles off the ground to allow for
drainage and aeration
Locally made with 100 Australian
hardwood
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recycled railway sleepers

SLEEPER DECKING
bold and beautiful

RAW NATURAL
ELEMENTS

CONTEMPORARY
RUSTIC STYLE
The use of railway sleepers for decking
creates an unrivaled style of organic
charm It s an exciting product with
huge scope for creativity and
individualistic design in both
residential and commercial
applications
.
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"Modern, rustic style has a design
emphasis on rugged, natural
beauty. It embraces nature inspired
textures, simple and earthy colors,
and ultimately an unpretentious,
organic warmth."

NATURAL & MAN - MADE
BEAUTY

The holes from the railway spikes are
characteristic of the timbers colourful
past and the wide robust boards
command a bold and earthy respect
They boast some of Australia s most
magnificent and hard wearing timbers
such as ironbark tallowwood and
turpentine
’
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HIGH FEATURE
BOARDS
Arguably one of the most interesting
products we stock is our second grade
sleeper decking
"
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The holes cracks and splits that make
them unsuitable for decking make them
intriguing to look at and make for
impressive feature walls and screens
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reclaimed hardwood

RECYCLED FLOORING
remilled as new

SUSTAINABLE
SUSTAINABLE
& STUNNING
STUNNING
&

REMILLED AND
REDEFINED

As well as the obvious environmental
advantages of using recycled flooring
the physical and aesthetic aspects
shine over those of new timbers
The combination of both natural and
man made features in the boards is
simply stunning
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"Reclaimed timber is on trend, rapidly
becoming THE buzzword in design.
Where timber flooring is concerned,
it's with good reason!"

EASY
LAY FLOORING
MAKING OLD NEW
'

All of our floor styles are now available

Our recycled
flooring
milled
down from
in our Easy
Lay ispanel
system
larger Just
recycled
or salvaged
timbers
sourced
like our
immensely
popular
from allWalls
kindswe
of old
andour
Modular
canbuildings
now supply
structures.
is then
"de-metaled"
and
floorboardsIton
a 2400
x 240mm 1200
machined
precision
of new
x 240mmwith
andthe
600
x 240mm
ply
floorboards backed
to ensure
strong and snug
system
You can lay or
a floor
a fraction
of the
installations,
sawninand
distressed
to
time perfect
for features
commercial
jobs
and
mainatin
the aged
of the
boards.
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well within reach of DIY ers
-
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AUSTRALIAN
BEAUTIES
AUSTRALIAN BEAUTIES
Separated into reds creams or mixed
hardwood floorboards the species
used in our hardwood timber flooring
blends include much loved timbers
such as blackbutt tallowwood
ironbark blue gum and spotted gum
to name just a few
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